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Do Lawyers Make Better CEOs? Yes! Er,
Maybe.
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Hey companies, want to avoid litigation? Hire a lawyer as CEO. Want to make bold moves?
Look elsewhere.

In recently published research about how lawyer CEOs differ from nonlawyer CEOs
(https://hbr.org/2017/08/do-lawyers-make-better-ceos-than-mbas), law professor M.
Todd Henderson and colleagues sifted through data on 3,500 CEOs at nearly 2,400 publicly
traded companies over a 20-year span.
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The researchers found that companies run by lawyer CEOs face much less litigation, and
when they are sued, they win more in court and settle less often. However, only companies
in litigation-heavy �elds like pharmaceuticals can see a net positive in the end from having a
lawyer CEO. On the �ip side, a lawyer CEO’s cautious approach might harm low-litigation
industries like publishing by steering a company away from risks that turn out well.

We spoke with Henderson, a law professor at the University of Chicago Law School, about
his research. His answers have been edited for clarity and brevity.

Q: Why did you and your colleagues want to study how lawyer CEOs differ from nonlawyer CEOs?

 

A: There’s a large amount of literature about the personal characteristics of CEOs and
whether they matter or not. People in the �nance literature mostly have looked at a whole
range of issues having to do with gender, age, experience, military training, height, attitudinal
characteristics. I’ve seen my classmates, and as a professor for a decade, a lot of our
graduates go into the business world. It sparked the question: Are they different or not?

Q: What impact did a lawyer CEO have on the amount of litigation �led against his or her
company?

A: The data was broken down into the types of claims. It depended on the category. But
pretty much, across the board, there were fewer suits. CEOs with legal training—their
companies are sued far less.

Q: How does a lawyer CEO bring about that reduction in litigation?

A: It’s very hard for us to know exactly what’s going on. We have some speculation that’s
based on some footprints in the data. One thing is look at the behavior of these CEOs on
some things that look like risk-taking. Finance people developed metrics to look at how
aggressive CEOs are with accounting. Lawyer CEOs are way more conservative in terms of
how they use accounting than nonlawyer CEOs and that suggests that what may be
happening is that the lawyer CEOs, they are more risk adverse; they don’t want to get in
trouble with the government; they don’t want to get in trouble with lawsuits from investors.
The tone at the top would be—again this is speculation—the lawyer CEO comes in and says
to the CFO, “Stop playing these [accounting] games. I know what’s going to happen: We are
going to get sued for securities fraud and get on the radar screens of the SEC and Justice
Department and plaintiffs lawyers.’”

Q: What types of litigation are likely to be lower with a lawyer CEO?

A: The types of suits where lawyer CEOs see the biggest reduction in the number of suits are
things like employment cases, civil rights cases; antitrust is another big one. If you think of
those kinds of suits—antitrust claims—it’s pretty easy for a lawyer CEO to say, “This sharing
we do with information with our competitors—stop doing that. We’re going to get in trouble.”
The civil rights cases, employment cases, again—I guess there’s lots of things companies do
which are pretty blatantly illegal. The HR departments know the rules, but they may be
pushing the line. A CEO who doesn’t have legal training may tolerate more slack in the lines
that are pushed. A lawyer CEO, again, they set the tone. A tone for lawyer CEO may be: Stop
doing this stuff.

Q: Which types of companies can bene�t the most from having lawyer CEOs?



Industry:
Legal Services (/search/?query=legal+services)

Pharmaceuticals (/search/?query=pharmaceuticals)

A: It’s one thing to say lawyer CEOs do a better job of managing litigation. They get sued less
often; when they do get sued, they win more often and settle less. But what’s the effect of
that on companies? The effect is that these risk-adverse practices translate to other aspects
of the CEO’s decision-making.

Q: Meaning what?

A: Firms where they have lawyer CEOs are more conservative overall. The CEO institutes
practices that are more risk-adverse in other areas of the business, and that hurts �rm
performance. Basically, �rms with lawyer CEOs in industries in which there is not a lot of
litigation would do worse. Their conservatism in terms of risk-taking is going to have a bad
effect on �rm performance, and not going to be made up with reductions in litigation. It’s
really in the high litigation industries in which having a lawyer CEO is valuable. The risk
aversion pays off with fewer lawsuits.

Follow Angela Morris on Twitter: @AMorrisReports.
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